The fundamental group of the complement of a wild knot in a 3-sphere can be expressed as the colimit (direct limit) of a suitable family of groups and homomorphisms (Crowell [4]). To each group in the family we assign a Jacobian module, and in §1 we prove that this assignment is functorial and preserves colimits. This is used in §2 to show that the nullity of the Alexander module of a knot with one wild point is bounded above by its enclosure genus. This can be used in some cases to calculate the enclosure genus and the penetration index of the knot in a purely algebraic way. In §3 we give examples to show that the upper bound of Theorem 2 is the best possible, along with some results concerning the penetration index of an arc relative to surfaces of genus r.
The fundamental group of the complement of a wild knot in a 3-sphere can be expressed as the colimit (direct limit) of a suitable family of groups and homomorphisms (Crowell [4] ). To each group in the family we assign a Jacobian module, and in §1 we prove that this assignment is functorial and preserves colimits. This is used in §2 to show that the nullity of the Alexander module of a knot with one wild point is bounded above by its enclosure genus. This can be used in some cases to calculate the enclosure genus and the penetration index of the knot in a purely algebraic way. In §3 we give examples to show that the upper bound of Theorem 2 is the best possible, along with some results concerning the penetration index of an arc relative to surfaces of genus r.
1. The Alexander module. 1 . For the categorical notions used here, see [10] . The proof of Theorem 1 will depend on the following standard result ([10, Chapter II, 6.2]):
(1.1) Let j?/ be a category with coproducts and let âa be any category. Then the functor T: stf -> 38 is colimit preserving iff it preserves coproducts and coequalisers.
Let H be an arbitrary group which will remain fixed ; we define a category J? of //-groups [G, a] (cf. [8] ) where Gef (the category of all groups and homomorphisms), and a: G -> H is an epimorphism. A morphism 9: [Gx, aj -> [G2, a2] is a group homomorphism 6 : Gx -> G2 such that the diagram Gx -Q-+ G2 «l\ /«2
commute.
Since the a, are epimorphisms, a is an epimorphism and \GX * G2, a] is an 77-group which is the coproduct in Jf of [G1( ax] and [G2, <*2].
(1.3) ^f admits coequalisers. Proof. In ^, the coequaliser of du 62: G-> A is the canonical map t: A-> A/0, where 0 is the normal subgroup of A generated by all elements of the form ei(g)e2(g~1)forgeG. where the relative homology group H^G, 1 : A77) has the Jacobian matrix of G evaluated at a (see [3] ) as a relation matrix over the integer group ring JH of 77, and e: A77-> J is the trivialiser. Q.E.D. 4 . Let A be an integral domain and let M be a finitely presented A-module (X; P) where p¡ e P is a relation of the form m Pi = 2 a»xi> xi e X> aa e RThe matrix (ay) is a relation matrix for the module M. Let A be a finite matrix over A, with m(A) columns and rank r(A); we define the nullity v(A) of A to be the difference m(A) -r(A). It is easy to see that this definition is equivalent to that given in [3] . If A is a relation matrix for the module M, we say that M has nullity v(A), since the Tietze operations on matrices preserve nullity. If M is infinitely presented and A is Noetherian, we take a sequence {M¡} of finitely presented submodules of M, such that Mi<=Mi + 1 and (J¡ Mt = M, and define Proof. B can be represented as a quotient of a free module F; let </> : F -> B be the presentation map. A, as a submodule of 5, is generated by s elements of the form pi = 2; v-ii^x/) if .Fis free on the alphabet {x^}. But 2 au<l>(x/) = "MZ a«^i). so C'zB/A means that if we add the matrix (a,,), i= 1,..., s, to some relation matrix for B, we obtain a relation matrix for C. The results then follow from (4.1) and [3, 2.2] .
Let [Gj, ce¡] be //-groups, /=0, 1,2, and suppose G0 is a free group on m generators. If G is the colimit of the system y-.Go ' where t and r¡ are //-morphisms, then [G, a] is an //-group for a unique a : G ->■ ff, since // admits coproducts and coequalisers. In Fact, if w¡: G¡ -+ Gj * G2, then G is the quotient of Gi * G2 by the normal subgroup {■\W1i(g)w2q(g~1): g e G0». 2. Nullity and enclosure genus. 5. Our "knot" is an oriented knot in a 3-sphere S, with one wild point w. The extension to knots with finitely many wild points is easily accomplished.
A "handlebody (Henkelkorper) of genus g" is a 3-cell with g oriented handles. The enclosure genus of k is then defined to be min lim genus (77¡), where the minimum is taken over all admissible sequences {77;}. We will denote the enclosure genus of k by e(k).
We choose an admissible sequence for k which is of mimimal genus (i.e. genus (77j) = e(k) for all /and set Gí = tt1(S-Hí), and G=n1(S-k). 6. It is known that the Alexander module of any knot has nullity at least one, and that the nullity of a tame knot is equal to one [3, 4.5, 4.6].
Theorem 2. Let k be a knot in a 3-sphere S, with one wild point. Ifv is the nullity of the Alexander module of ttx(S-k), then 1 ^v^e(k).
Proof. To prove the theorem, it is sufficient to show that v(MGt) á e(k) for all i. Hi can be written as a 3-cell U and e(k) handles «1;..., he. S-Ht is of the same homotopy type as the complement of the (tame) 3-cell U and e arcs a1;..., ae obtained by shrinking the solid handles of ff to arcs from Bd U to Bd U.
We orient the arcs ax,.. .,ae and join the 2e points of Bd U n (J a¡ by e arcs ßx,..., ße in Int U so that (J {a, u ft} is a tame knot k*. Thickening U appropriately, so we can apply the van Kampen theorem, we see that 7n(5-k*) is the colimit of the system irAS-k* u U) <?: irx((S-(V U **)) U (Í/-U ft)) C^_ MU-Uß*)
where £ and r¡ are induced by inclusion. But ((S-(U u k*)) n (Í/-IJ ft)) is of the same homotopy type as a 2-sphere with 2e oriented holes, and so has fundamental group free on 2e-l generators. Moreover, we can choose the ft so they are unknotted and do not link each other; then ^(ÍZ-Uft) 's a free group on e generators. From subsection 4, we see that
Q.E.D.
Examples.
7. We will show that the upper bound of Theorem 2 is the best possible, i.e. for each «, there exists a knot of enclosure genus « which also has nullity equal to «.
Figure 1
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We consider a variation of the "remarkable simple closed curve" of Fox [7] ; instead of passing the arc b¡ of Figure 1 of [7] over just one tongue of the knot, we pass it over « tongues. A projection of the knot so obtained when « = 2 is shown in Figure 1 , and it is easy to see that k2 has enclosure genus at most equal to three. In general, e(kv)-=n + 1. We will show that the Alexander module of kn has nullity equal to «+1, thus showing that e(kn) = n+\. Further, because e(k) = P(k,w)/2 for all knots k, we see that P(kn, w) = 2« + 2.
i + l i Figure 2 Using the techniques of [6] , kn can be constructed from an infinite family of cylinders of the type shown in Figure 2 . Then ttx(S-kn) has a presentation of the form f U v*i,i> x2i,..., x2n + 1 ,i, x2n + 2 i = a}; r0, rx,.
where r0 is the set where for / S « -1, (/3¡) is a relation of the form
with a corresponding form for /<«-1. The Alexander matrix computed from this presentation has the infinite form shown in Figure 3 , which has nullity « + 1, as required. 8. Let A: be a knot or an arc with one wild points w. Then the penetration index of A: at w, relative to surfaces of genus r, (cf. [2] ), is the smallest integer « such that there exist arbitrarily small neighbourhoods of w which are handlebodies of genus r, each meeting k on its boundary in « points. We will denote this penetration index byAr(Ar,w).
(8.1) Let 770 ^ 7A => ■■ • be an admissible sequence for k of minimal genus, and let A be a 3-cell neighbourhood of w. Then there exists an index N such that only one handle of 77^, meets Bd A.
Proof, k n E consists of two arcs from Bd A to w, and several arcs joining the points of k n Bd A. Let S be the minimum distance from w to one of these arcs, and choose a 3-cell neighbourhood of w, A' say, which is centred at w and is of radius less than S. Then only one arc a of k n Cl (S-E1) meets the boundary of A.
We may construct a handlebody 77 by adjoining to A' a tubular neighbourhood of this arc a, and handles about the other arcs of k lying in Int (A) -A'. Since f) Hi = k, there exists an index N such that 77^ fot 77. We put HN and Bd A into general position so that 77^ n Bd A is a family of discs on Bd A. Each of these discs contains at most one point ofk, so all but one handle of HN lies in the interior of A. Proof. Suppose rr t r2, and let £ be a 3-cell neighbourhood of w. Then let k[ be the subarc of kx which joins kx n Bd E to w in the interior of E. k[ is of the same local type as kxLet ff0 ^ ffi => • • • be an admissible sequence for k of genus e(k). Then there exists an index N such that only one handle of HN meets Bd E. We put HN and Bd E into general position so that HN n Bd E is a family of discs on Bd E, and from the proof of (8.1) we may assume that each of these discs meets k in at most one point. Then the component of Cl (HN -HN n Bd E) which contains w is a handlebody ff$ of genus e(k)-\ which contains only one point of k[ on its boundary.
We take another 3-cell E'<=\ntHN, and construct a handlebody //' as in the proof of (8.1); we may assume ff'<=Int HN. There exists an index M such that HM^lnt H', and proceeding as above we obtain a handlebody //$<=//* of genus e(k)-\ meeting k[ on its boundary in only one point.
So we construct a sequence ff* =>//$ => • • • which contains arbitrarily small handlebodies of genus e(k)-\ which meet k[ on their boundaries in one point.
That is, e(k)-\^rx.
Corollary. Let k be an arc which is wild at one endpoint, with Pr = 1 and Pr-x> I-Then the "mixed composite" of the trivial knot k0 with respect to k [8, p. 336] has enclosure genus equal to r+\.
Proof. The mixed composite k* is really the union of two copies of the arc k, so e(k*)^r+\.
But one can construct an admissible sequence for k* from a sequence of arbitrarily small handlebodies of genus r, by sewing on an extra handle. Therefore, e(k*)^r+\.
To prove that the lower bound of Theorem 2 is the best possible, it is only necessary to produce a family of arcs kn, such that Pn(kn)=l and />n_1(^n)>l.
For then the mixed composite of k0 with respect to kn has enclosure genus «+1 ;
by V.B.6 of [8] , there is an epimorphism from ^(S-k0)=Z to TTx(S-k*), so the Alexander module of -rr1(S-kf)'^LZ has unit nullity. It would appear that the arcs An of Afford and Ball [1] have these properties, although I can find no proof of this. Remark. Our examples have all been "almost unknotted" in the sense of Fox [7] , so this geometric property does not determine the nullity of a knot (cf. [3, §6] ). Added in proof, (i) There is a gap in the proof of Theorem 1, in that we must prove ff admits all coproducts over infinite families of //-groups, and that |the functor M preserves these coproducts. For the family {[G" a,], i el}, consider the coproduct G = 0 Gj in G, and define the map ocG-j-ííby a(g) = FT, a¡(g). There is an obvious isomorphism from M[G, a] to 0 M[GU a,].
(ii) M. D. Taylor (doctoral dissertation, Florida State University, 1962) has exhibited a family of arcs kn with Pn(kn)= 1 and Pn-x(kn)> 1. So the lower bound of Theorem 2 is the best possible.
